Flawless Face Glamour Class


Remove Make up
Oil-Free Eye Makeup Remover followed by your favorite Mary Kay skin care cleanser




Moisturize
Volu-Firm Eye Cream
Use ring finger to gently apply around eye area




Foundation Primer
Eye Primer
Apply to entire lid of the eye



Concealer
Apply under the eyes with your concealer brush
You may also apply to blemishes and to red areas around nose & cheeks



Foundation
Use the 9 dot system along the face, connecting the dots with your foundation brush
Blend well at jaw line (You may use a dampened cloth to blend at jawline)





Mineral Powder
Brush eyebrows with your eyebrow brush (Also brush along hairline due to foundation)
Pencil in brows with the blonde eyebrow pencil to give them that look of perfection
Place pencil beside nose at a straight angle to forehead at inside corner of the eye – This is where brow should begin
Place pencil beside nose at an angle to the outside corner of the eye – This is where brow should end




Brow Gel – Apply a small amount to each brow
Cheek Color
Place two fingers beside the nose. Apply cheek color to cheek bone with your blush brush no closer to the nose than your
two fingers. Also lightly tap a little cheek color to the forehead, nose and chin.
(Cheeks and Lips should match. Sunny spice is a universal color)



Eye Color - apply with your eye brushes
Apply an eye wash (or base coat) such as crystalline, white lily or spun silk to the entire eyelid – Brow to Lash
Apply darker color, such as chocolate kiss or sweet plum to the crease of the eye using the crease brush



Eyeliner
Apply eyeliner underneath bottom lashes and along top lashes beginning at the outside corner of the eye




Lash Primer
Mascara
Apply to lower lashes first using side to side strokes. Note!!!! Apply mascara when lash primer is dry.
(Always twist the mascara wand. Pumping causes the mascara to dry out)





Lip Primer Seals in color so it will last longer
Lip Liner
Lip Color
Use your Brush Cleaner at least two times a week to keep your brushes clean for a healthy looking face

